
Team Leaders’ meeting notes - May 3, 2021

Who was there: ❖ Kathleen, FOK MOBH
❖ Jana, FOK Vancouver
❖ Marianne, FOK Ottawa-Gatineau
❖ Galen, FOK Organizer
❖ Brianne, FOK Toronto
❖ Lori, FOK North Vancouver Island
❖ Marian, FOK North Shore

What we talked about:

Welcome to new
team leaders!

Jana joined from FOK Vancouver, where she has been getting up to speed on the
actions of that team as well as those of the national network. She mentioned that
projected growth of the tar sands in Canada is an issue that has not been getting
much media coverage but is a significant concern given that we need to cut our
GHG emissions rather than escalate them. Possible national action at some
point?

Bill C-12 ● As of today (May 3), the Bill has not yet been sent to committee. Debate in
the House of Commons has been focused on making targets stronger and
more urgent, as well as holding current and future governments more
accountable for meeting those targets.

● Teams can send written briefs to the standing committee; GASP and FOK
Ottawa-Gatineau have sent theirs in.

● FOK has requested the opportunity to appear before the committee jointly
with MAF; we have not yet had a response.

● Teams in ridings where there is a standing committee member can contact
the member to ask for support for our request.

● Once the Bill has been sent to committee, we will know what the formal
process and timeline is for submitting written briefs and requesting in-person
presentations.

● Marianne suggested a social media campaign to raise awareness and
provide an easy action for parents to support amendments to the Bill would
be helpful once the Bill is being discussed at committee - remember the
image of children’s hands with the words “our children’s future is in your
hands”? Can resurface this on Slack.

Mother’s Day
videos

Reminder for Moms to send in video clips of “what I really want for Mother’s Day”
to be part of a video released later in May and shared internationally with the Our
Kids Climate group (possibly for sharing at COP 26 this fall). Details here

June 12 FOK
National
Advisory Council
meeting

Reminder of this first-ever advisory council meeting: one member from each team
in the FOK network is invited to participate in a strategic planning session about
the direction the network could take over the next year.
Registration and more info here.

https://www.forourkids.ca/mothers_day_mission
https://www.forourkids.ca/fok_advisory_panel_session


Team Leaders/
Network
Liaisons/
Communication

Idea to streamline and clarify communication with teams in the FOK network:
● one individual on each team would be identified as the key contact (network

liaison) to receive updates and general information from FOK.
● the network liaison would be responsible for sharing that information with the

rest of their team (by forwarding the email or whatever means of
communication the team uses)

● this won’t impact any other direct communication between FOK and team
members; it would just clarify how general information and updates are
shared with the network.

July
Greenwashing
action?

If restrictions are lifted by mid-late July, the collaborative bank action group is
proposing an in-person action where parents and kids show up at bank branches
with green t-shirts and buckets of water to wash the bank windows.
** Need to do some research on whether regular municipal bylaws would allow
this kind of action.

Update from
FOK-MOBH

The group is supporting Ontario Clean Air Alliance action: calling for endorsement
from municipalities across Ontario for phasing out gas plants as power sources for
increasing electricity demands.
● MOBH will reach out to other FOK groups in ON and to other climate

organizations in areas where there is no FOK group.
● The collaborative Stand for the Land group, spearheaded by FOK

Ottawa-Gatineau and FOK Toronto, can promote this action.

Update from
FOK Toronto

The group is working on its Bill C-12 submission to the Standing Committee.
Possible future actions include preparing for municipal and provincial elections in
2022, and likely a federal election as well: they are considering joint meetings with
elected officials at every level and requesting town hall meetings in each riding.

Update from
FOK North
Vancouver
Island

● Things are coming together, slowly but surely. The group is finding the FOK
actions of the month helpful because there is at least one easy action that
members can take on - it is predominantly mothers with young children, and
most members have not been involved in climate action before.

● The group is planning online information sessions similar to FOK North
Shore’s “Meet the Expert” series, featuring local speakers on topics that will
draw in more participants who will hopefully become part of the group.

● They will also be collaborating with the North Island climate hub, using the
Climate Action Planner Tool to look at their community emissions, and
reaching out to Cortes Island residents who are starting a letter-writing club.

Update from
FOK North
Shore

Advocating for protection of Old Growth forest is a main focus for the group; they
were part of the collaborative letter sent to Premier Horgan calling on him to keep
his campaign promises, and they have been connecting with the new MAF/FOK
group in Nelson about a similar action with Minister Conroy.
The group is also preparing its Bill C-12 submission to the Standing Committee
The Meet the Expert series continues with a session on recycling lumber from old
growth forests from deconstructed houses, and one on plastics in June
The group is also holding a training session on lobbying with BC Climate Alliance
this week, and will continue its internal strategic planning process next week.


